
 
Goldilocks and the three shark 

( An adaptation of Goldilocks and the Three Bears) 
By Jack M. 

 
Once upon a time there was a teenager named Goldilocks. Goldilocks was 
on a scuba diving trip with her family. She found scuba diving boring and 
she was pouting the whole trip. At the first diving spot, Goldilocks decided 
to wander off. After about 5 minutes of swimming she came to a coral reef. 
At the edge of the reef there was a little seashell cottage. Goldilocks 
decided to enter the cottage. Nobody was there. When she swam left she 

saw a hard rock tables with 
3 plates of sushi.  
 

One big, one medium, and 
one small. She tried the big 

roll first, too spicy. Then the 
second roll, too bland. 

finally, she tried the third 
roll, just right. After her 

meal she decided to take a 
seat and watch the sharks 

swim around the reef. She saw three fancy coral chairs, one big one 
medium and one small. She tried sitting in the big one, too hard. Then she 
tried the medium one, too soft. finally ,she tried the small chair, just right. 
After about a minute of sitting, the chair suddenly collapsed. After all this 

Goldilocks was tired and decided to take a nap. She swam upstairs and 
found 3 seaweed beds. One was big, one was medium, and one was small.. 

She laid on the big one and the pillow was way to rocky. She got up and 
tried the medium one, the pillow was way too sandy. Next she tried the 

small bed and the pillow was just right. Goldilocks nuzzled in and decided 
to take a nap.  While Goldilocks was napping, the shark family was just 
getting home from their whale watching trip. When they arrived home 



they saw that their  front door was open. When they walked in they 
noticed that someone has been eating their sushi.”Somebody has been 

eating my sushi.” said Papa shark .” Somebody has been eating my sushi.” 
said momma shark. “Somebody has been eating  my sushi, and they ate it 

all up.” said baby shark.When the sharks swam right they saw that 
somebody had been sitting in their fancy coral chairs.” Somebody has been 

sitting in my chair.”said papa shark. “Somebody has been sitting in my 
chair.” said momma shark.” Somebody has been sitting in my chair, and 
they broke it.” Said baby shark. Afterwards, the sharks swam upstairs 

only to discover that someone has been laying in their beds. “Someone's 
been laying in my bed.”said papa shark.” Someone's been laying in my 

bed.” said momma shark. Someone's been laying in my bed, and she’s still 
there. Once Goldilocks woke up she discovered three sharks looking down 
at her. Goldilocks got up and swam as fast as she could to the boat. As the 

boat drove away Goldilocks was so relieved she hadn’t been eaten. 
 

 
 

 The End  


